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About This Content

The Adalian Forest Pack contains:

Forest Caller Chief equipment (7 pieces)
Forest Lead Dancer equipment (7 pieces)

Starnight Sword
Five New Emotes

Equipment is non-dyable and can’t be converted to fragments. All equipment pieces and weapon have the same gameplay stats
as gear already existing in-game and offer no gameplay advantage.
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Don't let the spelling errors in the description put you off. You don't need words for
this\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. This was a hard read. To be honest I was constantly fighting between wanting
things to go a certain way, and raging at the book when they didnt. Its like my choices always went wrong, but the story carried
on anyway. As with all cya games, your mileage may vary depending on the choices you make, and of course you can always
play again and choose differently. Still I always go by my first play throughs with these sort of games, As that when Im
"choosing" the way I would, as opposed to knowing things and choosing to avoid bad things based on that knowledge.
All that being said, the writting is good. I believe I only saw one grammatical error the entire length of it. The world setting and
the plot line are very interesting. The other characters in the game need a bit more fleshing out, the few opportunities I had to
get to know them better didnt really tell me much more than their abbreviated backgrounds followed by a quick choice of how i
felt about that. Also a certain character really really needs to be taken to accounting. I think I was actually more infuriated with
how they were handled than the rest of how the story turns out.
So if your looking for something different and dont mind your choices having some strange \/ unexpected \/ dissapointing
results, this will definetly provide you with several hours of diversion.. AWFUL. I bought it and now i cant find it. A complete
waste. 2.99$ for this game ???? why?. As a long time RTS fan, Castle Battles hits the spot with simplistic but satisfying
gameplay. I liked the effort put into the storyline as well(with the exception of the last campaign).

Anyone else stuck on the last level?. I really wanted to like this game. I did. But the translation is done so badly it ruins the
whole story. If you can enjoy a story written in broken english then this is the game for you! If not, it's probably best to skip it..
Can't get through tutorial. This thing is broken!. after 10 years i still enjoy playing this game ... it brings back my childhood
memories,
after 10 years this game is still a masterpiece in graphics
after 10 years some computers still struggle to run this game
after 10 years this game has still an amazing FPS experience
after 10 years i still wish i had a nano suit
after 10 years the alien part has still the most amazing winter and snow visuals in any game i have played
after 10 years when i hear the suit AI : Cloak engaged , i feel like a 10 year old kid playing with an imaginary gun
after 10 years i wish i could rewind back to when i first played this game and enjoyed every bit of it
after 10 years i will still give this game 10/10. Cannot be played due to a crash at the end of level two (also reported by other
players). Reinstall, verify etc does not help. Be wary of this product.
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I really enjoyed this. Wheres episode 3?. One of the most innovative puzzle games in years. Levels can be tricky, (especially
Extra levels), but solving them is always satisfying. My only complaint is that a non-trivial subset of levels basically devolve into
Sokoban, where it's clear what you need to do, you just need to line up the various blocks properly, which is always tedious
(particularly levels where you need to control multiple characters to push things at the same time). The best levels are ones that
fully utilize the core mechanic, manipulating the rules to turn obstacles into assets.. The second game in the Gundemonium
series, and my personal favourite, this game is another great example of the bullet hell genre. The ability to turn around and fire
in the other direction is a very welcome addition from the first game, and the stages are designed to reflect this, with enemies
coming at you from both sides of the screen rather than just rushing you head on. One minor complaint, the gem system is
pretty restricting, and gives the feeling that only very good players will be able to see everthing each stage has to offer, although
I suppose you could argue that it adds replay value (not that there isn't enough replay value already with all the extra modes). All
in all an excellent game, and for the price, well worth buying for any fan of the genre. In fact, if you are a fan of the genre, why
don't you have it already?!. 20 minutes and end.

Just next achievments generator.

Nothing more.. Very expensive for something that looks and plays like a mobile game. The graphics are nice, but the
performance wasn't as good as I hoped for such a simple game.

It was also quite fustrating. Would rather play Super Monkey Ball on Dolphin emulator for free.. Punch Bomb is a gem.

It's polished. It's fun. It's a legitimate physical workout. It's skill-based with a skill ceiling. It's awesome.

Burn some calories while having fun and grab it. It's a steal at $7.
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